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Continued...  

By its nature, this is a very limited overview of the issues surrounding the topic of OE Repair Standards and 

Shop Certification.  - How collision centers can understand, access, and utilize the repair standards and 

methods required by the auto manufacturers (OE’s). 

There are actually three elements that collision centers need to fully understand: 

 Pre-and Post-repair Scanning of DTC faults and ADAS functionality 

 OE Repair Standards 

 OE Certification programs and requirements   

All three of the above require capital investment, training, technical expertise, and possibly reliable sublet 

partners. 

The world is changing and ALL collision centers need to heed the warning. As an example, on October 1, 

2019, VW Wholesale Parts management sent a letter to its Certified Collision Repair Facilities addressing the 

following two items: 

 Effective 1/1/2020, VW customers will have free towing assistance to a VW Certified Repair Facility 

following a collision event. 

 Purchase of certain parts, affected by a side-impact, will be restricted. Collision repair facilities will have to 

“submit repair plans, test welds, documentation of training, and evidence of properly calibrated VAS 

welders to a third party auditor for approval”. 
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OE Repair Standards 

All OE’s have detailed standards regarding repair methods, parts repair / replacement criteria, and attachment 

methods. Historically, it has been a battle to convince insurers to follow them. The tide may be turning in favor 

of the OE’s and repairers. 

To introduce yourself to the topic of OE Repair Standards, and the risks of non-compliance, view this SCRS 

panel discussion regarding Hidden Vehicle Technology and the Liability of Improper Repairs: https://scrs.com/

hidden-dangers-vehicle-technology-improper-repairs-liability. 

Learning how to access and follow OE Repair Standards is challenging, but there are a variety of resources 

available including the following: 

 I-CAR has broadened its curriculum to include technology and vehicle-specific courses. www.i-car.com  

 Alldata is a good all-around source of OE repair information. Alldata’s database integrates with the big 

three estimating platforms to make it easy to pull OE standards for specific repair operations on the 

estimate. www.alldata.com/alldata-collision  

 Collision Hub offers a “Pic a Tech” app to query repair information via text messages for a monthly fee per 

user. www.collisionhub.com/product/pic-a-tech/  

OE Certification 

Most OE’s have “certification” programs for both dealership and independent collision centers that specify 

equipment, training, and parts use requirements. Certification programs are detailed, time-consuming, and 

expensive; especially if you seek multiple certifications requiring different equipment, materials, and training 

requirements. 

Assured Performance is a 3rd party program that prepares collision repair facilities for certification, to meet 

OE repair requirements as well as other industry standards. See the following link to a summary comparison 

of OE Certification Programs: 

http://www.assuredperformance.net/assets/pdfs/Certification-V1.pdf  

 
Tip to Consider 

Insurers are still grappling with these changes, too, as they experience increased 

repair costs and a possible loss of control as repairs are steered to OEs’ preferred 

shops. Ultimately, premiums paid by insureds will increase. The need for additional 

operations, more OE parts, and materials may not always be self-evident or 

something insurers will gracefully accept. 

Collision center managers should assess the makes and models they repair most 

often, research the certification requirements of those brands, and perform a cost-

benefit analysis to determine the best course of action for their business. It will not be 

an easy analysis, but it is a necessary one. 

In the meantime, soak up as much knowledge as possible from industry publications 

and discuss these issues with local associations and industry partners. 
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